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1

In 1975 a joint ECA/uNSP project (Project No. FP/0307-15-13/838) was set up

_

for the Evaluation and Assessmant of and Advice on National Environmental MachineneF

in Selected African Countries-

This project was supposed to be .completed in eight

months beginning from November, 1975 and ending in July 1976 (see Project Document),
2,
The motivation for this project was the need for a more effective co-operation
between the regional Economic Commission (ECA) and UNEP "for the furtherance of
environmental development" in the region.
Suggestions had bten made for a joint
venture in helping countries to establish their national machineries for the
protection ana improvement of the environment.

3.

The project very well fitted into UNEP policy objectives and priorities as

set out in its Governing Council's Decisions UKEP/GC/26, Annex I, 1.8 (IIj

II.3.iii» page 99 and GC-3l/p-5O (191) - («) and (b)

4.

The present project comprised three phases (a) mission-viadts (b) seminar/

workshop and

a)

(c) a study tour;

:

.

,

Mission visits lasting a week were to be made to each, of. these selected
countries-, Uganda, Burundi, Zambia, Mozambique, Swaziland, Botswana,

Zaire, Ghana, Ivory Coast, Gambia, Senegal, Morocco,,Tunisia, Sgypt and
Ethiopia

to

.

.

.

.

.,..-•■-:..

.i) . evaluate and assess environmental machineries where they existed and
.

select models which could be adopted elsewhere;

tiij "identify specific institutions dealing with environmental problems
' and particularly human settlements;

iii)

iv)

identify suitable countries for study tour and

advise and assist in the planning and establishment of national
environmental machineries where they did not exist.

b)

Subsequently there was going to be a seminar/workshop of experts to

discuss and exchange information on the working of existing national
machineries and to draft models of national machineries and legislation
for different country

c)

situations.

Finally a study tour of high level policy makers, planners and admin
istrators selected from countries requiring assistance in the field of
the environment would visit countries with developed environmental
machinery es-

5,
An exploratory mission of three persons, made up of a representative of
^
assisted by a public administration expert and a representative of ECA was to visit
two groups of

a)

selected countries.

countries with established environmental machineries;

b) . those that wished to establish theirs and were seeking assistance.

-2This preliminary exercise was ictecdei to:

a)

»

evaluate and- assess -existing environmental machineries and select models
for: adaption e.l:.sewhere; .. ■

b)

.

. ■

.

convene an information exchange workshop of -team members and government
officials from visited countries in order to draft models of national
machineries and legislations that could "be adapted to the needs of other
countries.

c)

.

give preliminary ;advice and assist in planning the establishment of
■

6.

.

machineries.

■

■

.

.• ■

At the end of these exercises outlined above three reports were to be raades

a)

on the visit to the first group of countries;

b)

on the visit to the second group andj

c)

a comprehensive final report jointly.by UNiP and EGA on the entire project.

....

These should include suggestions and recommendations for follow-up action on
environmental development which UNIUP might consider for assistance within the Africa
region or use as

the basis for action elsewhere.

7.
Financial resources required for the project were to be provided (including
provision by FP/0302-75-13(838)/Rev.No. 3 of 31.7.79) as follows:-

a)

UNEP

■'■"".

1976-1978

b)

ECA (secretarial and administrative support)
Total

This budget

a)

to

3
$

59,444-«5

cover:

travel costs and per diem for
i)
ii)

iii)
iv)

B.

was

55,944.05

UNEP and ECA representatives
one high level expert as consultant

32 participants of the seminar/workshop and group training
15 officials of the study tour.

b)

secretarial assistance

0)

administrative support and

d)

contingencies

IMPLEMENTATION

Phase I;

Missions

-

'

.

8.•■ This first phase of the project which was concerned with environmental
evaluation and assessment in two groups of selected countries, as indicated in

■

■

■ ■

■

~3~

paragraph 4 (a) above, began from 3 8 November 1975 and ended on the 11 January,
1976.

The teams were made up

(i)
(ii)

(iii)
(iv)

(v)

of:

Dr. Nicholas Otieno (EGA) who visited all ■ tire countries ■
Mr. Abdalla Mohamed Ahmed (consultant) from 3gyptj who visited Burundi,
Zambia,

Mozambique and Swaziland.

W

Mr. Donald Kaniaru (UNEP/ROA, Nairobi^who covered Uganda and Burundi

Mr. Albert Mongi (UNEP/RQA, Nairobi) for Mozambique, Swaziland, Zaire,
Gabon, Morocco,

Tunisia,

and Egypt.

■

'

: ■

Mr. Mahmoul Jomni (UNEP/ROA, Nairobi) who also did Zaire, Gabon, Ghana,.
Ivory Coast and Senegal.

These participants carried out,

as far as possible,

the project objectives

for this phase as mandated by the Project Document, Section 3-01, Phase I (a) to

(d).

They then submitted an interim report No. NRD/HWj/6 of 1 November, 1977

which also contained "follow-up" recommendations.

9.

Useful contacts and dialogue were generated between the two UN bodies (ECA

and UNH?) and the government officials of the countries visited.
observations

a)

The following

were made:

that where national environmental machineries existed, there were
significant

differences between

the various machineries in different

countries.

Tu)

of. those to be advised for example, Uganda, Burundi and Swaziland, the
need for creating a national
and international

environmental machinery "to coordinate nation-

environmental

concerns and initiate .action in that

field was realized by the officials contacted...
in the

same

category,

namely Botswana

However,, some others

and Mozambique,. ,whether on account

of the smallness of the country, or scarcity of resources (Botswana) or
on account of serious organizational problems (Mozambique), preference

was for utilizing and consolidating existing institutions or departments
rather than creating new institutions.
In general, the national machine
ries in the
in

the

countries visited were relatively young,

period 1974

to 1976,

and as -such

it

for the mission to pags. judgement, on them so
ment at

the

setting.

time

with many created

would have been presumptuous

soon after their

they were groping to find their level

establish

in their national

. Some of the machineries were.established and run directly by

the government.
Such include Government ministries or departments as
in the case of Gabon, Ivory Coast, Morocco and Zaire.
Others also
■■-* .

.

directly. under government control,
established by law,

such

as*

were National Commissions or Councils

in Senegal

and Ghana.

Yet some of

the other

national machineries were only indirectly associated with the government
and might

even be

regarded as non-governmental

organization.

This was

the case in respect of the Tunisian and Egyptian set-ups.
While these
machineries differed in their mode of operation and influence, they all
seemed to experience similar problems in shortage of expert personnel,
financial resources and authority and ability to enforce decisions, or

to monitor implementation of desirable environmental goals.

1/

UNEP/ROA is UNEP Regional Office for Africa, Nairobi
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c)

human settlements and environmental issues linked with industrialization
and major physical

development projects received most

emphasis in most of

the countries visited although Conservation of Lature and Natural Resource;
is

in some

cases

also

were regarded highly.

d) . characteristic set-up in th3 different governmental structures was vertica].
as

opposed to horizontal

co-ordination with

machineries and thus .suffered from.lack of

other governmental
that

organs-

Consequently

a given national machinery he

and provision made for

the

differe'nt

supervisory

environmental

authority over

it was of cardinal

established to

importance

cater for this defect

solving conflicts or disputes as

they become

Apparent.

e)

on.the whole, there was a dynamic awareness for the environment and general
acceptance that concern for environmental protection \ as not a luxury in
the 15

at

countries "visited.

the higher echelon's of

ative need

ronmental
all

a

African countries.,

should be
initiate

however,

only

in the

Happily

extended to

governments

environmental

of

broad-based

to

the determination of

strengthen,

envi

in practically
the "

possible assistance
and in some cases,

education programmes.

the missions to the different countries were conducted with an open
mind and in the understanding that

light of
■

promotion

Accordingly all

sharpest

there would be a'n imper

countries visited but

this was

officials contacted*

this awareness was

ministries,

ju'stification for urgent

education not

.government

f)

and

Since,

technical

its

set-up,

sQcials

it

cultural

was for

each government,

in the

and economic development and human

and-financial resources, to. determine the type-of machinery and the
extent of powers and,- authority to accord such machinery.
Owing to the

..

.

fact that many, of the national environment .machineries in the countries
■visited were very.young and- have still to be fully, staffed and define
their national programmes .within the context of their circumstances,
resources, needs, etc., as earlier noted, it was not possible to select
models of ideal- environmental machinery set-ups in the countries visited..
However, examples for -initiating action.can be drawn from set-ups in
Zaire,, Egypt, Ghana and Senegal.:
It should also be noted that a number
of African countries not visited- had.national environmental machineries,"

for example Kenya (National.Environmental Secretariat in the Office of
the President) and ■ the Sudan,( National Research Council).'

g)

Considering the. varied circumstances in each country, and the different
types, of national machineries-

it .was not

surprising that the flow of

information was uneven, .inconsistent and at
■ on

the source and state- of

the mission.was able to
, . institutions

times contradictory depending

preparedness in each country.

identify the following ministries.,

to. varying extent and degrees of

Nevertheless
bodies or

emphasis as national

environmental machineries in-.the countries visited:■ Uganda

-

Ministry of Provincial Administrations

Burundi

-

Ministry of Foreign Affairs ".

Zambia

-

Ministry of National Planning

Mozambique

-

Department of Natural Resources in the. Mi.nJ.stry
of Agriculture

'

Swaziland
Zaire

■

■

■

Gabon

-'

"

-

■

* -

■

Ministry

of.LocaT

Go

Department de 1' Snvironnement,

Conservation de la

■ Nature et du Tou-isme (22 July 1975)

Mihistere de la Recherche Scientifique, Charge de
1'Environnement et de la Protection de la Nature (17 April

1975)

Ghana--

-

Environmental Protection Council (September 1973)

Ivory Coast

-

Commission Nationale de 1'Snvironnement (24 January 1973)
a new Ministry, Ministere de la Protection de la Nature
was created in March 1976.

Senegal

-

Ministere du Development Industriel

Morocco

-

Ministere

-

Association Tunisienne pour la Conservation de la Nature

-

Academy of

... \

Tunisia

.

Egypt

.

(:« June 1975)

de 1'Urbanisme,

et de 1'Environnement.

de 1'Habitat,

1'Environnement (April 1975)«

du

Tourisme et

de

et I1Environnement (ATCNE)

Scientific Research and Technology

Recommendation of Missions

10.

The follow-up recommendation proposed after this first phase were thats

(a)

UNSP and BCA continue
enhancement of

promoting, consciousness of the protection and

the environment and the

establishment-and development

of effective national environmental machineries.
Consequently it was
recommended that the final report of the mission should be communicated
to all African countries which should also be encouraged to keep both
UNEP and SCA informed of the nature, type, lefcal instrument etc., of
their national environmental machinery or any changes related thereto.

(b)

-

Each country establish an autonomous environmental organ (under any

appropriate name, such as Ministry, Department, Council or Commission)
with,

-

inter alia,

(i)

financial autonomy and adequate recurrent budgetary provisions;

(ii)

adequate staffing with. people of high calibre and-confidence to
speak on the

■

the. following features:-

-■

country;

"(iii)

environment, on behalf. of the highest; authority in the
: . .
■...:.

accord over-riding advisory, policing, and monitoring statutory
powers over the policies and actions of all
out implying professional subordination; '

(iv)
.4

■ ■ -

-

■

other Ministries with
'

adequate provision for public participation .in the formulation of
law;

policy and implementation of decisions..,

r

(c)
..

In the countries wi-th environmental machineries, assistance should be
rendered towards their consolidation.

This assistance could be in

several forms including:-

I.

exposure of representatives to other countries with effective
environmental

machineries.

ii.

iii..

provision oi' ex-uiiples

on environmental,

bt

provision of legal expertise to help towards the streamlining of
government structures in order to achieve lateral co-ordination
and consequent integration of country plans.

■ ■ iv.

provision of training for personnel to man the environmental
departments.

(d)

Sub-regional Seminars should "be organized to promote environmental
. education with the aim of strengthening the conviction of policy makers
and leaders that environmental problems need to be tackled seriously
and that they involve more aspects than pollution and conservation of
nature.

(e)

A workshop of the members of the missioned government officials from
selected African countries not necessarily only those visited should be
held-with

(i)

a view

to

among:-

those already with some form of environmental concern and
responsibility,

(ii)

creating'greater awareness

and

those expected to be accorded such responsibility

(f)

Egypt indicated she would be willing to host such a workshop but the
question of the venue could be negotiated at an appropriate time,

(g)

Two sub-regional seminars under the auspices of UNJ3P/.ECA could be

organized preferably in 1977 for high level decision makers to-highlight
the role of. effective environmental machineries,, in installing ecological
- principles in the.development process and in according sustained
The venue and exact timing
stewardship to an environment of quality.
for these shall be determined by logistics and current circumstances;
however the first sub-region should comprise of the countries to the

east and south (and. including) Cameroon, Central African Rnpire, Sudan
and'Ethiopia.
The remaining African countries should comprise the second
sub-region.

(h)

■

That another workshop,- attended by the members of the mission and
government officials from countries visited and a few- others to discuss
and exchange information on the working of environmental machineries
should be held in 1979, when the countries with machineries would
have had operational experience and could usefully serve as a guide to
the countries without national machineriesAt that workshop, this

report, and the report of the seminar/workshop scheduled for March 1977
and any others on environmental machineries or legislation in Africa
could be reviewed and the results thereof be made available to all
governments in the region.

(i)

In the meantime, it is suggested that .UNBP/ECA should make available

sample Environmental Legislation not only to the countries visitei but
other African countries as well; that sample legislation could serve
as an example to those without national machineries and as- food for
thought to those with different types of legislation.
However, the
legislation from Zaire Ordinance No. 75-231-and draft Environmental
Protection and Co-ordination Board Order for Swaziland - attached to

-7-

Usjb miRsinn report, give some ido&s oti-the &oop* of rarironmoirtal I«gielat3

More examples will be made available during the various proposed workshop
and

(j)

sub-regional

seminars.

Finally the mission recommended to governments whose role is crucial
in the establishment of national machineries?

according them necessary

resources; defining their programmes; monitoring their implementation
and enforcing pertinent legislation to organise national seminars on
environmental-related activities in order to broaden public education
and thus underscore that the earth's resources are mostly finite and
need careful management for the benefit of present and future generations.

FKase II: Seminar/workshops (.Report No. E/CN.14/flBP/HEKTV/4 of 27 October 1979).
11,

(a)

A seminar/workshop was held in Addis Ababa from the 17 to 21 January 1977
and was attended by twenty countries.
Eight were countries covered
during the first phase of the project - Burundi, S^ypt, Ghana, Morocco,
Swaziland, Uganda, Zambia, Zaire:- and twelve, countries which were not
covered - Benin, Botswana, Cameroon, ..Chad, Gambia, Guinea-Bissau, Kenya,

Lybia,

Rwanda,

Seychelles,

Sudan and Tanzania.

There were also rep

resentatives frqiL ILCA and UNSP.

(b)

A review was made of th:e present state of the African Bdrvironment as well
as of the results and recommendations of the missions carried out during

the initial phase of the project (see paragraphs 8-10 above).

(c)

Exposes were made on the national environmental situation in the parti
cipating countries which went to confirm the observations and. recommend
ation's made after phase one and also emphasised the need for collective
action both within and between, the countries of the Africa region.
They
also highlighted the following problems about national and international
(inter-African) environmental management:

(i)

few countries that had taken part in the seminar/workshop had any
national

(ii)

environmental

machinery;

existing institutions that were supposed to cater for the environment
were not functioning satisfactorily, because they were not adapte-i
to prevailing conditions nor did Vxsy have the necessary structures,
and material resources? nor the qualified manpower;

financial

(iii)

very little exchange of ideas existed, if any, between countries
having-

(iv)

the

same

environmental

the little participation,
decisions taken by coastal

(v)

(viii)

■.-.._

if at all, of land locked countries in
states concerning the coast;

the different organs

of

the United Nations;

some African countries were not aware of the existence of regional
or

(vii).

..

the insufficient frequency of regional and sub-regional meetings
organized by

(vi)

problems;

sub-regional United Nations documentation centers;

lack of co-ordination at the highest political level and
the low number of African environmental specialists,- ..,

-8-

.(i)\ All the considerations- i;n. (c) above led to the recommendations here
under:

(i)

.

for tiie 3CA and UNEP to encourage and contribute to the creation

of environmental machineries in those African countries where none
exist;

.

(ii)

for the SCA and UNJSP to. furnish aid to all the African countries
requesting technical and material assistance to reinforce their
environmental programmes;

(iii)

for all the countries with identical environmental problems to

consult among themselves and come out with a common programme of

action^

(iv)

for^all the countries to participate in the process of decision

making in matters concerning programmes about the African environ

ment?

.

(v)
(vi)

(vii)

for EGA, UNEP and other interested United Nations organs to more
frequently organize and ensure the co-ordination of regional and
sub-regional seminars (meetings) on the environment;

fr,7 the ECA and UNEP to urgently organize a study tour to those

countries whore ei.rircrjr.cr.tal institutions have been established
to enable them to collect information which will be useful to these
other countries that do not yet have the machinery;
;

for the OAU to be responsible, to a large measure, for the co

ordination resolution of those environmental issues that are of

a political nature;

(viii)

.

a

fopUfflff ECA, and UNESCO to launch a training programme in Africa

that would produce a considerable number of specialists in the
protection and amelioration of the environment;

(ii) for those countries who have not yet set up environmental machineries
to do so and when these is done, the machineries should cater for

1.

Consultation: liaison between the Heads of State as well as
national and inter-African executing agencies and other inter

national organizations.

2,, Control: fixing-norms and-assuring, the formulation and applica
tion of environmental legislation. ■

Phase Ills

12.

(a)

'

.-. .- ■

Study Tour

This phase of the project lasted from November, 5 to December 5,1977

and out of the initial 15 countries that were supposed to participate
only Botswana, Cameroon, Central African Empire., Chad, Tanzania and
Uganda finally sent participants, After an orientation course in Addis

HolL* n +°U+ ^"fra t0 Ghana> Senegal and Egypt; Zaire having been
dropped out at the last moment on the request of that government.

(b) The participants submitted reports at the end of the tour.

These reports

confirmed most of the experiences.of the first Phase and those of the

seminar/workshop.

They all regarded the machinery in Ghana as a very

useful modal fur udoptiuii,

^ CLr.na the dovelopment structures were

among the most advanced on the continent, based on cheap electricity

(Akoscjibo) and many industrial complexes (Tema etc).

.

:

The Environmental

Protection Council (LPC) was a functioning environmental machinery as

a statutory tody enjoying the support of government .and was also fortunate
to have met development structures which were planned in such a- way that

the environment protection component could easily he integrated there
into -the Standards Board Laboratories, Water Research Centre, the
Meteorology and air observation centre etc.
The'EPC also enjoyed the
support not only of government but from the public and the private
sector-

..

.

Senegal was the demonstration of interministerial and inter-departmental
co-ordination on environmental matters, where there was no central body
to over-see about the general state of the environment.
(c)

The efforts being made by the iLCA and UNEP in awakening African govern
ments to the environment issue was appreciated by the participants.
It was evident from theii" reports;that, drawing from the experience in
thsse countries trying to set up environmental machineries as well as
from those trying to make theirs function, that there were four basic
considerations:.

(i)

, '

that-of having a clear perspective on the magnitude of the environ
ment problem;

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

.

.

that of trained broad-minded experts on environmental matters

the most delicate problem of setting up functionally effective
machineries devoid of inter ministerial rivalries and jealousies
on the lines of

:

■

the E.P.C.

in Ghana,

and

.

(

?.ll African. governments were still, organizing their economies

through development plans and this was tne most appropriate time to

introduce and enhance the environmental protection component into
the process*

(d)

In view of the' experiences Outlined above and'the'keen effort being made
by BCA. and UNEP to promote the awareness and concern about the African
environment problem, two main recommendations came forths—
(i)

in-order to promote1 the understanding of the wide scope and complex
problems involved in the process of environmental education and
subsequent action, ,ECA and UNEP: should .encourage and aid, financially

and materially;- African governments to hold seminar/workshops at

regional-and sub-regional levels frequently, so that ideas could be
exchanged with the ultimate.intention.of seeing more operational
environmental machineries set up.

(ii)

... .

.

JECA and.UNEP should give more serious thought to aiding African
governments to train manpower for the purpose of running environ
mental machineries and also assist African governments to participate
in environmental monitoring projects through modern technology,
such as remote sensing -LANDSAT,

etc.

GENERAL

13. ^Project FP/J3O2r75-13 (838) had its own problems as most projects of this
■ scope and magnitude:

:

•■ a)!

considering the great social; economic .and political diversities that
exist: on the African continent,, the period of eight months given to carry
but the objectives was rather short*, a homogeneous and positive response
was presumed from the governments.

1

b)■
"

■■

a' few problems .of co-ordination developed between UNEP,.the main sponsoring body and SCA the co-operating agency as well .as.between these two and

the other UK:,.sup.port agencies in..the field (UNDP).

:
-

Unlike UNEP that

could easily put out a great number of staff on the project at a time,
SCA, :that was incharge of the logistics of the project,, could only have
one representative at a time who managed to keep the project going to
■

its conclusion,

c)

much to his credit.

country response to the seminar/workshop was encouraging but less so for
the study tour in which only six of the initial fifteen took part.

14.

However, these problems did not hinder the. project's conclusion which can

justifiably be termed successful; they also highlight, the fact about the great
complexity of the environment problem^
The observations and recommendations
arrived at during the three phases of the project remain pertinent.
3>,

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FOLLOW-UP ACTION

15.

Following from the- recommendations

of

the first phase

of

the project,

those

of the seminar/workshop and ths study tour it is evident that there is awareness

among African governments about the problems of the environment and environmental
management.
It is also evident that there is a need for ECi. and UM? to increase
their assistance,

financially and otherwise,

to member-States

to

help

them con

cretise this awareness into,established machineries that can handle the environ
mental

problems

social

development.

on environmental

that

arise from

bh&

normal

process

management

(i)
;
...

_ ,
,

economic,, political
to

recommend

that

and

education

and protection be intensified by EGA and UNEP with

the dose collaboration of African governments*

.

of

■ It. would,therefore be legitimate

To

do

this

.fiCA and. UNSP'should develop a dynamic short tertii "take-off" plan during
■

whic'a they will ensii're that all African government have a statutory
body that will be'responsible for co-ordinating environmental matters
at national level.
Governments should accordingly be made to commit

themselves actively to this/venture-

(ii)

JSCA and UNHP should, develop, harmonised:.environmental assessment and
evaluation guidelines, that: can;fce adapted to-the-needs of

machineries.

then be organised to
by all

national

Seminar/workshops of senior government officials should
study rthese for adoption.

These

the member countries within a given period of

should be adopted
time.

-11-

(iii)

this will require counselling or supervisory activities by ECA/uNSP, there
should therefore be a definite time-table (work programme) which ECA
and UNEP

(iv)

should

follow.

the staff situation within the Environment Unit at ECA should be improved
and the Unit as a whole strengthened to enable effective and fruitful
oe-ordination activities either with UN£P or with member governments.
I+- is therefore important in tfcls light that UNEP should continue to give
SCA the material support in the endeavour to co-ordinate activities
leading to greater coherence in environmental management.

■■■ *»■■»*■

U.::CTiJD NATIONS BCOwGMIC COMMISSION PQK AI^ICA

iciestionnaire on SnvirqnniBntal Management in Africa*
N.B* Countries with only one National Machinery
siiould answer question 2 and the others
answer

1:

Country:

2 s Name and Address of national environmental aachine-'y:

a) Date of establishment:

b) fy Act of Parliament (Bill No« & Date):
or- Decree Mo a:

c) Is it advisory or executive?

d) Is it responsible to:

i) Parllament:
ii) President:
iii) Minister o:?:
iv) Other;

e) What are its relations with other government minist:r>es? Give a brief

statement on type of relationship vjith each, ministry concerned (use

additional sheet of paper if necessary)

.yoi-1....' aotrv'■.:..: v* 5? Briefly

dcscx'-ibs

t

What a^e your ral^tio^G with non-;^

li) tJliicli are ^our main areae of environiTiGn'bai projection ;.;G"!ii'':-;if.:ei
List ishsia on a priority basis*

i) Do you have a programme of environmental eduo.?.tloa? Give a
>v/.-j." ;'.cr?c?:iption of the crtiirVt-ies*

uihiel'. i-overrj.'.en-J; ?.astitui.'..ions (Ministries) are involved in onvi
activitiest

list them and give the aspect of involvement of each*

a) Per how long has environmental problems ^scovue; a cnuoeyn cf
your government?

b) How are Gnvircr^ental activities co-'-oiicl/.nat«d between ths M
of your country?

.■.-.-

-;Vt'.---s

any strucburoe

:-.ii tho provinoes responsible for

c.) Do you intend to set up a national environmental machine
How far has the project

gone?

o) How do you handle environmental problems \rx^b.
and U«II« agencies?

f) "Which are the wain areas of your environmental protection
.-vrUvitios? List them on a priority basis*

